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● 1926: Alfred Lotka evaluated patterns of author productivity
● 1934: Samuel Bradford looked at frequency distribution of 

articles across journals
● 1934: ‘Bibliométrie’ first used by Paul Otlet in 1934

● 1964: NLM launches MEDLARS
● 1955: Eugene Garfield creates Science Citation Index (WoS)
● 1969: Alan Pritchard coins term ‘bibliometrics’
● 1976: Francis Narin publishes “Evaluative Bibliometrics”
● 1990: Retrieval and analysis got much easier with internet
● 1997: First automated citation indexing by CiteSeer

A Brief History of Bibliometrics



Journal metrics: Journal Impact Factor

Source: https://icahn.mssm.edu/files/



Journal metrics: Journal Impact Factor

Source: PLoS ONE 5(10): e13636. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0013636



Journal metrics: Citescore

Source: http://eigenfactor.org/projects/posts/citescore.php

*CiteScore includes all document types in 
both numerator and denominator. IF 
includes citations to all documents types in 
numerator only.



Journal metrics: Eigenfactor Score

Source: https://lib.guides.umd.edu/bibliometrics/eigenfactor#:~:text=The%20Eigenfactor%20Score%20measures%20the,to%20total%20number%20of%20articles.

● Measures frequency that articles (published in last 5 
years) from a journal have been cited in a given year

● Like JIF, it’s a ratio of number of citations to total 
number of articles

● But unlike JIF, counts citations to journals in both the 
sciences and social sciences and eliminates 
self-citations
○ Every reference from one article in a journal to 

another article from the same journal is 
discounted.

● Citations from more cited journals contribute more 
heavily to the score

● EF scores are scaled so that the sum of the EF scores 
of all journals listed in Thomson's JCR is 100.



Journal metrics: SCImago Journal Rank

Source: https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2015/07/28/network-based-citation-metrics-eigenfactor-vs-sjr/

● A numeric value indicating the average number of weighted citations 
received during a selected year per document published in that journal 
during the previous three years.

● Similar to Eigenfactor (weighted network metric), but uses SCOPUS 
instead of Web of Science



Journal metrics: Source-normalized Impact per 
Paper (SNIP) score

Source: https://libguides.jcu.edu.au/research-indicators/snip-and-sjr

● The ratio of a source's average citation count and its 'citation potential' 
(measured as the number of citations that a journal would be expected 
to receive for its field)

● Allows for direct comparison between fields of research with different 
publication and citation practices

● A SNIP of 1.0 means that a journal's articles are cited at the average rate 
for all journals in the same subject area; anything over 1.0 indicates 
more citations than average in the field while a SNIP of less than 1.0 is 
below the average.



Author metrics - publications

● Number of peer-reviewed journal articles (research 
vs review)

● Books + book chapters
● Dissertations
● Trade publications
● Conference abstracts
● Preprints (?) and repository documents

● Niche vs. broad journals, diversity of journals
● Time to publication of first output (important for 

funders)



Author metrics: author order and number

● Placement in author list (sole, first, last)
● Fewer and fewer single author (issues with 

undeserved authorship)

Source: https://www.researchtrends.com/issue-38-september-2014/publish-or-perish-the-rise-of-the-fractional-author/



Author metrics: citations

● Total citation count
● Number of all publications that are cited
● Citations per publication
● Citations from review articles, textbooks
● Cited vs Uncited rate
● Self vs non-self citations
● Source of citation (journal diversity)



The researcher metric



The researcher metric



Goodhart’s Law

Source: https://doi.org/10.1093/gigascience/giz053 

“when a measure becomes a target, it ceases to be a good measure.”

https://doi.org/10.1093/gigascience/giz053


Gaming the system

Source: https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2012/04/10/emergence-of-a-citation-cartel/

● Self citation
● Reciprocal citation
● Citation stacking
● “Citation cartels”



Perverse incentives

Sources: xkcd, Twitter, https://www.talyarkoni.org/blog/2018/10/02/no-its-not-the-incentives-its-you/

● Salami slicing
● Duplicate publication
● p-hacking
● Data manipulation
● Data fabrication
● Paper mills
● …

Recommended reading:
It’s Not the Incentives -- it’s you



Downstream...

Sources: xkcd, Twitter, https://www.talyarkoni.org/blog/2018/10/02/no-its-not-the-incentives-its-you/



Alternative metrics



Novel metrics: TOP Factor

Source: https://topfactor.org/

● A metric that reports the extent to which a 
journal adheres to open science practices 
and practices that are based on the core 
principles of the scientific community:
○ Data Citation Standards
○ Data, Analytic Methods (Code), and 

Research Materials Transparency
○ Design and Analysis Transparency
○ Preregistration of Studies
○ Preregistration of Analysis Plans
○ Replication

● Three levels: Disclose, Require, Verify



Novel metrics

● Rigor and Transparency Index 
(SciScore)

● Ripeta 
○ appropriate documentation and 

sharing of research data, clear 
analysis and processes, and the 
sharing of code

Source: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.isci.2020.101698



scite: a novel citation metric



scite: a novel citation metric



‘Meh’trics

Sources: 



Reform Efforts

● San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA)
● The Leiden Manifesto
● The Responsible Research and Innovation Movement
● The Metric Tide
● Initiative for Responsible Scientific Assessment (IRSA)



The real alternative to metrics

● Do more work less frequently to evaluate (for hiring/promotion)
● Look at their best (in their own words)
● Look for their worst
● Emphasize competence
● Reward replication
● Value good (effective, compassionate) mentorship

Sources: https://referee3.org/2019/12/26/living-with-dora/



Selecting for virtuous behaviors

● public data sharing
● preregistration of studies
● use of proper sample sizes
● release of open source code
● preprints
● contribution to post-publication peer review

Sources: https://referee3.org/2019/12/26/living-with-dora/



In summation



Thank you


